Gradient Form

COLLECTION

RUN
style 1546
colors 00100, 00525

patcraft.
GRADIENT FORM captures the change in gradation and scale by utilizing the effects of variation to create a subtle shift in visual. By creating texture within the pattern design, we infuse geometry and subtle movement, bringing positive energy to the built environment.

The merging of color and pattern inspires the collection and creates a gentle sloping effect within each style. **GRADIENT FORM** is available in 12 x 48 planks and is designed for longevity, featuring nine neutral colors that incorporate a metallic yarn to add both visual depth and luster.

The collection includes three styles, **Rise**, **Run** and **Slope**, that offer a functional variety of scale and dimension. The plank format allows for self patterning, creating elements of interest through changes in gradients.

Elevate. Accelerate. Invigorate... with **GRADIENT FORM** from Patcraft.